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Abstract:
Even before independence from Great Britain in 1984, local and expatriate scholars have
worked to create a national history for the modern sultanate of Brunei. The by far the most
active writer on Brunei history has been Robert Nicholl. It was largely due to his efforts that the
national history incorporated pre-modern Chinese descriptions extending the existence of preIslamic Brunei to the sixth century. Nicholl identified Poli 婆利, Jinlipishi 金利毗逝, Shilifoshi 室利佛逝,
and Boni渤泥 (also勃泥) as precursors of Brunei. He consequently constructed long standing
relations between ‘ancient’ Brunei and the imperial court in China.
The aim of this paper is twofold: It examines the original Chinese sources and discusses textual
and subsequent historiographical problems of Nicholl’s allegations. Moreover, it argues that the
ambivalent nature of pre-modern Chinese sources facilitated the transformation of assumptions
about Poli, Jinlipishi, Shilifoshi, and Boni into facts about the pre-modern history of Brunei.
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